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The concept of attributable fraction ( 1 3) has grown in importance as epidemiologists and epidemiologic data have played a
larger role in interventions, regulations,
and lawsuits concerning hazardous exposures. For example, in a lawsuit, the court
may wish to determine the likelihood that
a particular case's illness was caused by the
exposure at issue, and the attributable fraction has been interpreted as just this likelihood (e.g., see ref. 4, p. 164).
While the concept is known by many
names (including attributable risk (5), etiologic fraction (4, 6, 7), and attributable
proportion (8)), we would think this variety
would cause no problem as long as the
conceptual and algebraic formulations were
unambiguous. Unfortunately, at least three
distinct concepts have been variously identified as the attributable fraction, although
these concepts have usually not been distinguished in the literature. Furthermore,
certain equations used to relate attributable
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fractions to incidence and relative risk fail
to hold in many circumstances. These problems are of some importance because of the
recent appearance of attributable fraction
concepts in legislation (9,10). We will show
that the conceptual problems appear to
arise from a failure of some definitions to
take account of time of incidence when
evaluating the role of the study exposure in
disease etiology. These conceptual problems are distinct from study validity issues
(such as misclassification, selection bias, or
sampling error) and thus constitute an additional obstacle to valid estimation of exposure effects.
EXCESS VERSUS ETIOLOGIC FRACTIONS

Suppose we are asked to estimate the
fraction of leukemia cases attributable to
exposure within a cohort of former military
personnel who had been exposed to radiation from a nuclear weapons test. It is not
clear from this question whether a case
"attributable to exposure" is 1) a case for
which exposure played an etiologic role,
that is, for which exposure was a contributory cause of the outcome (an "etiologic
case"), or 2) a case that would not have
occurred had exposure not occurred (an
"excess case").
All excess cases are etiologic cases, but
not vice versa. We will illustrate this point
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and a case of type 2 is. Furthermore, type
2 cases correspond exactly with excess
cases, as defined earlier. Type 2 cases are
also etiologic cases, as defined earlier.
What about type 1 cases? Like type 2
cases, they are etiologic cases, since exposure played a role in the etiology of their
disease. They are not, however, excess
cases, because they still would have become
cases by time t had exposure not occurred.
The issue of whether to count these cases
as attributable to exposure is important
because, as we will show, their number may
be large relative to excess (type 2) cases.
Some textbooks can be interpreted to
imply that only excess cases contribute to
the attributable fraction, so that the latter
should be algebraically equivalent to A2/M
(which we will call the excess fraction).
Consider the following definitions of attributable fraction (the first two of which assume M = A+): "the proportion of the cases
of disease occurring among exposed persons
which is in excess in comparison with the
nonexposed" (5, p. 74); "[the attributable
fraction] conveys a sense of how much of
the disease in an exposed population can
be prevented by blocking the effect of exposure or eliminating the exposure" (8, pp.
38-9); "the proportion of disease in the
target population that would not have occurred had the factor been absent" (6, p.
44); "the proportion of the disease occurrence that would potentially be eliminated
if exposure to the risk factor were prevented" (3, pp. 39-40).
Since type 1 cases become cases by the
end of the risk period whether or not they
are exposed, they cannot be counted among
the proportion of disease that would not
have occurred had exposure been absent,
prevented, or eliminated. Thus, it seems to
us that such cases would not be counted by
the above definitions. Nevertheless, it is
possible that within the risk period, a type
1 case may have suffered a considerable
loss of healthy, productive life because of
exposure's effect.
Some textbooks could be interpreted to
imply that all etiologic cases—both type 1
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and show that the distinction of these cases
can be of critical importance: From the
standpoint of both law and biology it can
be essential to measure the fraction of all
cases that are etiologic cases. Unfortunately, in traditional definitions, the attributable fraction measures only the fraction
of all cases that are excess cases, and this
can be much smaller than the fraction of
cases that are etiologically attributable to
exposure.
To illustrate these points mathematically, suppose that incidence is evaluated
over a specified risk period or time interval
(0, t) after exposure at time zero (this interval may vary across individuals, although we will treat it as constant in the
following development). In the leukemia
example, t might be "20 years from the date
of the test." Furthermore, suppose that exposure action follows a deterministic
model, so that there are only three types of
exposed subjects who become cases during
the interval:
Type 0: The exposure had no impact
whatsoever on the case's incidence time.
Type 1: The exposure made the case's
incidence time earlier than it would have
been in the absence of exposure (so exposure played a role in the etiology of this
case), but had exposure never occurred (or
had its effect been blocked), this subject
would still have become a case by t, although later in the interval.
Type 2: Had exposure never occurred,
the subject would not have become a case
by t because, in the absence of exposure,
disease would have occurred after t, or not
at all.
Let the number or set of each of these
types be denoted Ao, A\, and A2, respectively, with A+ = Ao + Ai + A2, and let M
equal the total number of cases under
study. (M sometimes equals A+, as in traditional standardized morbidity ratio
(SMR) studies in which only an exposed
cohort is studied, and M sometimes equals
A+ plus unexposed cases, as in a casecontrol study.) We think it clear that a case
of type 0 is not "attributable" to exposure

DEFINITIONS OF ATTRIBUTABLE FRACTIONS
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and type 2—should contribute to the at- effect was absent, it is apparent that Ex =
tributable fraction, so that the latter should Ao + Ai and so Or - Ex = A2, the number
be algebraically equivalent {Ax + A2)/M of excess cases only. Thus, Miettinen's for(which we will call the etiologic fraction). mula equals the excess fraction. On the
Consider the following definitions of attrib- other hand, Breslow and Day (5, p. 74) and
utable fraction (all of which assume M is Rothman (8, p. 38) algebraically define the
restricted to exposed cases only, i.e., M = attributable fraction in terms of incidence
A+): "the proportion of exposed cases that densities. As we discuss later, these definiare due to the risk factor" (4, pp. 163-4); tions are not in general equivalent to either
"the proportion of the actual cases in the the excess fraction A2/M or the etiologic
index [exposed] domain that are caused by fraction (Ax + A2)/M, although under certhe cause at issue [if the cause is never tain biologic models they will be equivalent
preventive]" (7, p. 255); "[the attributable to the latter quantity (11).
fraction] can be interpreted as the proporRELATIONS BETWEEN QUANTITIES
tion of exposed cases for whom the disease
is attributable to exposure" (8, p. 38).
We recognize that several of the passages
Since type 1 cases are caused by the quoted above may have more than one posexposure (i.e., exposure is a contributory or sible interpretation. Nevertheless, it is apcomponent cause of their disease), they parent that there are several different conwould be counted among the proportion of cepts of attributable fraction in use. This
cases "due to" or "attributable to" exposure observation raises two questions: 1) How
if "due to" or "attributable to" is given the far apart will the quantities corresponding
interpretation of "caused by." Kleinbaum to the different concepts be? 2) Which of
et al. (4) give another definition, of consid- these quantities are estimated by the aterable legal interest, to the effect that the tributable fraction estimates offered in the
attributable fraction " . . . may also be in- literature?
terpreted as the probability that a ranThe answers to both questions hinge on
domly selected case from the population the observation that the quantities Ao and
developed the disease as a result of the risk Ai are not empirically distinguishable withfactor" (4, p. 160). This "probability-of- out strong biologic assumptions; only the
causation" definition appears to us to cor- total Ao + Ai can be estimated without such
respond to (Ai + A2)/M, since the latter is assumptions, even if there is no bias in the
the probability that a randomly selected study. To see this, consider again the leucase had exposure as a contributory cause. kemia illustration. Let t = 20 years, with a
total of 24 exposed cases occurring by t, no
Algebraic definitions
cases occurring in the first five years after
Several textbooks also offer algebraic exposure, and six cases occurring in the last
definitions of attributable fractions, and in five years before t.
some situations, the defining formulas are
Example 1
not equivalent to possible interpretations
of the verbal definitions. For example,
Suppose the effect of exposure had been
Miettinen (7, pp. 254-5) defines the attrib- to "age" everyone five years with respect to
utable fraction among the exposed as (Ox — their leukemia risk, that is, the effect of
E\)/Ou where O\ is the observed number of exposure was to make leukemia occur five
exposed cases, that is, O1 = A+, and Ei is years sooner among those persons destined
the number of exposed cases that would to contract leukemia (in the absence of
have occurred had the exposed population other causes of death). Then the six subnot experienced the exposure effect. Be- jects who became cases in the last five years
cause type 1 (as well as type 0) cases would before t would have remained leukemia-free
have become cases by t even if the exposure up to t had exposure not occurred, while
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the remaining cases still would have contracted leukemia by t. Hence A2 = 6, and
the excess fraction (up to t) among the
exposed would be 6/24 = 0.25. But, under
this "uniform aging" biologic model, the
exposure was a contributory cause in every
one of the 24 cases that occurred, so that
Ai + A2 = 24 and the etiologic fraction
among the exposed is 24/24 = 1.0.

large, while in general the etiologic fraction
will not do so.
Example 3
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Consider the 1860 United States birth
cohort, with overt (nervous-system) rabies
as the exposure, death as the outcome, and
t = 120 years from infection. Then the
etiologic fraction among the exposed is one,
since (as far as is known) overt rabies
Example 2
caused death in all its victims before the
Suppose the effect of exposure had been advent of modern life-support systems.
to produce leukemogenic marrow-cell mu- Nevertheless, all these victims would have
tations in six of the exposed subjects, with died within 120 years anyway—so that the
leukemia arising from these mutations excess mortality produced by rabies (or
within the 20 years, but had no effect on anything) by 120 years of follow-up is zero.
leukemia risk in the remaining subjects. Thus, the excess fraction is zero.
Suppose also that 18 leukemias etiologiExamples 1-3 demonstrate that the excally unrelated to exposure ("spontaneous cess fraction A2/M and the etiologic fraccases") occurred in the remainder. Then A^ tion (Ai + A2)/M may be arbitrarily far
= 0, A2 = 6, and so the excess and etiologic from one another. More generally, the exfractions would be identical, that is, 6/24 = cess fraction, A2/M, can never exceed the
0.25.
etiologic fraction, (Ai + A2)/M, and must
In both examples, the exposure produced be strictly less than the latter if Aj > 0 (as
six cases in excess of the 18 that would have will be the case if exposure is not a necesoccurred had exposure or its effect been sary cause and t is large enough). It follows
absent or prevented, so that the true excess that an unbiased estimate of the excess
fraction was 6/24 = 0.25. But the etiologic fraction will often be a null-biased estimate
fraction was four times higher in the first of the etiologic fraction. As is apparent
example than in the second, and four times from example 1, this bias can be dramatic
higher than the excess fraction in the first in realistic cases, and increases with followexample. Given a perfect unexposed com- up time t. Parallel results can be obtained
parison group for this study, we would be under a stochastic model for individual efable to accurately estimate the number of fects (11).
leukemia cases to expect among the exAs noted before, strong biologic assumpposed if exposure had been absent. But this tions may be needed to determine the etiinformation would only allow us to estimate ologic fraction. If the exposure is never
the excess fraction. The residual number preventive, the necessary and sufficient
18 = Ao + Ai could not be further parti- condition for the etiologic fraction to equal
tioned without assumptions about the bio- the excess fraction is that Ax = 0, that is,
logic process leading from exposure to dis- that no cases caused by exposure would
ease.
become cases in the absence of exposure.
The following example, while somewhat There are several biologic conditions under
absurd in its extremity, shows a rare situ- which this will be so. For example, in a
ation in which biologic knowledge is so situation in which an exposure is a necesstrong that both fractions can be precisely sary cause of the outcome (as in many
computed. It also illustrates how, for inev- foodborne disease outbreaks), Ao = A\ = 0
itable outcomes, the excess fraction will for that exposure, and so both fractions will
approach zero as follow-up time t becomes be one.
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Relations to incidence time

INCIDENCE FRACTIONS

One often sees the attributable fraction
defined as the fraction of the incidence rate

Incidence-proportion fractions
Consider first the definition in which the
"incidence rate" is the proportion of a
closed (i.e., uncensored) cohort that contracts a disease over a specified time interval, that is, "incidence rate" is taken to be
the incidence proportion (7) (i.e., average
risk (4) or cumulative incidence (4, 8)).
Given an exposed cohort of size JVi, the
incidence proportion (IP) over the interval
is IPi = A+/Nu whereas the proportion that
would have contracted the disease had exposure been absent is IP0 = (Ao + Ai)/Nx.
It follows that the incidence-proportion difference expressed as a fraction of the exposed incidence proportion is
IPi - IPo

A+/N,. - (Ao + A1)/N1

IPi
A+ — Ao

-

A*
A+

The latter term is simply the excess fraction among the exposed. Thus, defining the
attributable fraction as the fraction of the
incidence proportion "attributable" to exposure is algebraically equivalent to the
excess fraction definition given earlier.
Note, however, that the definition in terms
of incidence proportions is restricted to
closed cohorts (since the incidence proportion must be defined in reference to a closed
cohort), whereas the excess fraction is defined for any population.
Incidence-density fractions
Consider next definitions in which the
"incidence rate" is the instantaneous inci-
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Whether an etiologic case is an excess
case depends on how much exposure advanced the time of disease incidence. For
example, an etiologic case occurring at
follow-up year 10 will not be an excess case
by year 25 unless exposure advances incidence time by more than 15 years. Thus,
the excess fraction directly depends on the
amount by which exposure advances incidence time, albeit in a crude fashion.
In contrast, an etiologic case remains an
etiologic case regardless of the degree to
which exposure advances incidence time.
To take an extreme example, suppose in a
study of the first battle of the Somme (in
1915), we wish to determine the fraction of
deaths caused by machine-gun hits (exposure is thus being hit by a machine-gun
bullet). Consider a soldier hit in the head
and killed instantly by a machine gun just
10 seconds before an artillery shell exploded in his trench. The cause of the soldier's death was a machine-gun hit, and so
the soldier is an etiologic case. This is so
regardless of whether, had the machine gun
missed, the soldier would have been killed
by the artillery burst 10 seconds later or
the soldier would have survived the artillery
burst and died 70 years later.
The preceding example shows that the
etiologic fraction (which is the fraction of
cases for whom exposure advanced the time
of incidence) is insensitive to how much
exposure advances the time of incidence.
This remains so even if one inteprets the
etiologic fraction as the "probability of
causation": in the preceding example, the
probability that the soldier was killed by a
machine-gun hit is one, regardless of how
long the soldier would have survived had
the machine gun missed. As will be discussed later, such insensitivity renders the
etiologic fraction and probability of causation inappropriate for certain applications.

"attributable" to exposure, that is, the excess incidence rate in the exposed expressed
as a proportion of the total incidence rate
in the exposed. As is apparent from the
literature (2-8), there are several different
ways to define "incidence rate." Each possible definition of incidence rate leads to a
different quantity for the attributable fraction. For some definitions, the quantity is
not equivalent to either the excess or the
etiologic fraction as defined above.
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Example 4
Suppose at time zero, we randomly sample a large number of exposed persons (indexed by 0 and proceed to follow them.
Assume that each person i would have had
a death time Doi if unexposed, but would
die instead at time Du = DOi/2 when exposed. Finally, assume that the Doi are exponentially distributed with expectation T;
as a consequence, the Du will be exponentially distributed with expectation T/2 (this
is a simple special case of the acceleratedlife model given by Cox and Oakes (17,
equation 5.4)). Since exposure cuts everyone's lifetime in half, the etiologic fraction
is 1. However, the expected death rates IDi
and IDo in the presence and absence of
exposure will be 2/T and 1/T, respectively,
so that IDj/IDo = 2 and (ID! - ID0)/ID, =
0.5, much less than the true etiologic fraction. Furthermore, the incidence proportions under exposure and nonexposure at
time T will be

1 - exp[-(2/T)/T] = 1 - e~2 and
1 - exp[-(l/T)/T] = 1 - e~\
so that at time T the excess fraction will be
[(1 - e"2) - (1 - e-l)]/(\ - e~2) = 0.27,
much less than (IDi - IDOVIDL Note that
these results hold if ID! and ID0 are interpreted as either instantaneous or average
(interval) incidence densities. (In this example, (IDi — ID0)/IDi does equal the proportionate reduction in life expectancy due
to exposure. This relation is, however, a
consequence of the constancy of the death
rates, and does not hold in general.)
The quantity (IDi - ID0)/IDi has been
termed the "assigned shares" in the risk
assessment literature (15, 16); because it
can take on negative values, we propose to
instead call it the incidence-density fraction. This fraction has no general relation
to excess and etiologic fractions in that it
may fall above, between, or below the other
fractions. Nevertheless, it does have systematic relations to the other fractions under certain biologic models. For example,
under certain models, (ID! - ID0)/IDi will
equal the etiologic fraction (16, 18), and,
under a broader class of models, it is better
than the excess fraction as a lower bound
for the etiologic fraction (18). Thus, the
incidence-density fraction may be useful in
the estimation of the etiologic fraction,
provided one does not lose sight of the
assumptions required for such use.
If the incidence-density fraction is
computed using average instead of instantaneous densities, it can, in special circumstances, approximate the excess fraction.
Consider again a closed cohort of initial
size iVi with average incidence density IDi
if exposed and ID0 if unexposed, and incidence proportion IP! if exposed and IP 0 if
unexposed. Let IDR be the incidencedensity ratio IDi/IDo, and let IPR be the
incidence-proportion ratio IPi/IP 0 . If the
disease is rare over the study interval, IDR
will approximate IPR (3, 4), so that (IDi IDo)/IDi = (IDR - 1)/IDR will approxi-
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dence density (ID) (hazard rate or persontime rate), so that the attributable fraction
(at time u) is defined as (IDi - ID0)/ID!,
where IDi and ID0 are the incidence densities (at time u) when exposure is present
and absent (cf. references 4, 5, and 8).
As has been noted elsewhere (12-16), it
is possible for an exposure which only
causes and never prevents disease to have
IDi < ID0 over certain time intervals following exposure (the "crossing hazards"
phenomenon).
The
instantaneous
incidence-density ratio IDi/ID 0 will be less
than one and the quantity (IDi - ID0)/IDi
will be negative over such intervals. Since
neither the excess nor the etiologic fractions can be negative for purely causal exposures, such examples show that (IDi —
ID0)/IDi is not equivalent to either fraction. The following example shows that,
even if there are no competing risks and
IDi, IDo, and their ratio are constant over
time, the quantity (IDj — ID0)/IDi may still
be far from either fraction.

DEFINITIONS OF ATTRIBUTABLE FRACTIONS

mate the excess fraction (IP! - IP 0 )/IPi =
(IPR - 1)/IPR for the cohort. Furthermore, since the ratio of the average densities (IDR) will exceed IPR in a closed cohort if IPR > 1, (IDR - 1)/IDR can serve
as an upper bound for the excess fraction
in the cohort, even if the disease is not rare.

RELEVANCE OF THE MEASURES

In the preceding sections, we have argued
for the need to distinguish three concepts
of attributable fraction: the excess fraction,
the etiologic fraction, and the incidencedensity fraction. In this section, we would
like to examine the relevant domain of
application of these quantities in public
health.
If disease status as of time t is the only
relevant aspect of an application, the excess
fraction is the relevant measure. Consider,
for example, the issue of the effect of oxytocin use on intrapartum death rates: From
a public health perspective, the outcome of
interest would be whether a death occurred
by time t (end of delivery), not when the

death occurred, and so the excess fraction
(or its preventive analogue) would be the
relevant measure. The instances in which
the treatment delayed or accelerated an
inevitable death would be of interest in
studying the mechanism of treatment action, but would not count for or against the
effectiveness of the treatment in preventing
or causing intrapartum deaths. In many
other planning and policy questions, the
excess caseload that exposure would produce over an interval must be estimated,
and here again the excess fraction is the
relevant parameter.
In many situations, when the disease occurs is (or should be) of as much or more
public health (and legal) concern than
whether it occurs by some time t. For a
disease inevitable by t (as in example 3, in
which the disease is death and t = 120
years), time of occurrence is the only relevant issue. The excess fraction does not
capture this beyond a simple dichotomy,
and it is an inadequate measure if time of
occurrence in the interval (0, t) is important.
Unfortunately, even if we know exactly
what the etiologic fraction is, it is not necessarily a useful measure of the effect of
exposure on disease occurrence. To see this,
compare the impact of the genetic conditions that produce Tay-Sachs disease and
Huntington's chorea. Both conditions lead
to premature death, and both may be considered to have etiologic fractions for death
(among the exposed) that approach one.
Nevertheless, persons who develop TaySachs disease die in early childhood,
whereas persons with the gene for Huntington's chorea usually survive well into
adulthood and can lead rich, if shortened,
lives. The etiologic fraction is not sensitive
to this distinction.
Interestingly, in the preceding example,
the excess fraction at age 20 years would
clearly distinguish between the two conditions (since it would be near one for TaySachs and near zero for Huntington's chorea), as would the incidence-density frac-
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Attributable fractions and relative risks
One often sees expressions for computing
an attributable fraction (AF) from some
form of relative risk (RR) (i.e., a risk, rate,
or odds ratio), for example AFe = (RR —
1)/RR, where AFe is the attributable fraction among the exposed, or AFP = PC(RR
- 1)/RR = PcAFe, where AFP is the population attributable fraction and Pc is the
exposure rate among cases (2-8). The results given earlier show that if RR is interpreted as the incidence-density ratio, these
computing formulas are not always valid
for estimating either the excess or the etiologic fraction, whereas if RR is as the
incidence-proportion ratio, the computing
formulas will be valid for estimating the
excess fraction in a closed cohort. It follows
that if RR is replaced by an odds ratio, the
computing formulas will validly approximate the excess fraction only insofar as the
odds ratio approximates the incidenceproportion ratio.
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might soon die of effects of chronic alcoholism). Consideration of other examples,
in which years of life lost or the excess
fraction would be considered more relevant,
shows that no single measure can be regarded as universally preferable.
IMPLICATIONS FOR INDIVIDUAL
COMPENSATION

Although no single measure is universally preferable, the etiologic fraction has
become established in current legal thinking regarding compensation for harmful exposure, usually under the heading of "probability of causation" (15, 16). Unfortunately, as we have shown, one cannot
estimate the etiologic fraction without resorting to very strong biologic assumptions;
this fact can have dramatic implications for
personal-injury suits.
Because of the inability to identify
exposure-induced cases, Hatch (9) has proposed that monetary awards for personalinjury suits be made in the following manner: First, the dollar amount V appropriate
to compensate a single exposure-induced
case is determined; then, each exposed case
is awarded the (exposed) attributable fraction of this amount, AF6 • V. If only excess
(A2) cases are considered relevant (as in the
perinatal example), one could simply substitute an estimate of the excess fraction
for AFe. But if all persons who contract
exposure-induced disease are considered
exposure victims (as in the leukemia example), the exposed etiologic fraction
should be used for AFe, for only the etiologic fraction is interpretable as the proportion of exposed cases with exposureinduced disease. Thus, the dilemma is not
resolved: Assuming the model in example
1, it would be reasonable to claim that
exposure harmed all the exposed cases;
after all, if not for exposure, all the cases
would have had more years of healthy life
than they did. Nevertheless, the very same
data (24 exposed cases observed when 18
should be expected under nonexposure) are
compatible with the model in example 2, in
which exposure harmed only one fourth of
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tion in early childhood. More generally,
however, we would suggest turning attention to direct measures of exposure effect
on incidence time whenever the latter is
important. For example, one could examine
expected years of life lost (mean reduction
in life expectancy).
Consider again examples 1 and 2: One
can estimate the average number of years
of leukemia-free life lost by exposed cases,
provided one can construct a reasonable
estimate of the leukemia-free survival curve
in the absence of exposure (19). The latter
construction reduces to the common methodological problem of finding a good comparison group for the exposed population,
and thus (unlike the etiologic fraction) is
approachable by standard epidemiologic
methods.
For public health purposes, impact measures such as reduction in life expectancy
make use of incidence-time information ignored by the excess fraction, while avoiding
the strong biologic assumptions usually required to estimate the etiologic fraction and
some of the problems (such as crossing
hazards) that can occur with incidencedensity fractions. The greater emphasis on
attributable fractions in the epidemiologic
literature may be in part due to their simplicity, and in part due to the fact that of
the possible measures, only the excess and
incidence-density fractions are directly estimable from case-control data without restrictive assumptions (18, 19). These are
not, however, sufficient reasons for neglecting other measures of impact.
Although in the previous example years
of life lost is a more relevant measure of
exposure impact than the etiologic fraction,
this will not always be so, since relevance
will often strongly depend on social and
ethical issues. For example, a large etiologic
fraction for homelessness as a risk factor
for death would be of social concern, even
if removing the exposure (homelessness)
would result in only slight additional survival time for some persons (e.g., providing
dormitories would prevent deaths due to
freezing, even though some rescued persons

DEFINITIONS OF ATTRIBUTABLE FRACTIONS

pay a proportion Px of the total compensation and the party responsible for y should
pay the remainder. Finally, let V be the
valuation for the total loss one case incurs
from the disease. If cases with disease attributable to x and y cannot be distinguished from the other jointly exposed
cases, a jointly exposed case could receive
(AFX + P x AF^) V from the party responsible for x and [AFy + (1 - PJAF^] V from
the party responsible for y; the total compensation for a jointly exposed case would
then be (AF* + AFy + AF^) V.
As in the univariate situation, AFX) AFy,
and AFxy may be estimated using standard
epidemiologic methods if they represent excess fractions, whereas their estimation will
require strong biologic assumptions if they
represent etiologic fractions (18, 20). In
particular, expressions for AFX, AFy, and
AFxy in terms of incidence densities (e.g.,
as in reference 21) are valid only under
certain models.
In contrast to estimation of attributable
fractions, determination of Px is a legal
rather than a scientific problem. Note that,
among jointly attributable cases, fully 100
per cent of their disease can be causally
attributed to either exposure considered
singly. In a causal sense, both factors may
be viewed as equally responsible for such
cases, in that both factors are necessary
causes of such cases. This observation does
not, however, imply that the two responsible parties should pay an equal share of the
compensation for such cases. For example,
in current practice, lung cancer victims who
are exposed to asbestos and who are smokers usually receive full compensation from
the party responsible for asbestos exposure;
in effect, then, the courts hold the latter
party responsible for all jointly exposed
cases.

Multiple factors
The existence of biologic interactions
raises difficult issues for the use of attributable fractions in compensation (20). For
example, if some persons develop lung cancer solely because of their exposure to asbestos and smoking, such persons will contribute to the excess and etiologic fractions
for both asbestos and smoking. As is well
known (8), in such situations the attributable fractions for asbestos and smoking as
causes of lung cancer among the jointly
exposed can (and in fact do) sum to more
than one. If a jointly exposed case receives
compensation from each party responsible
for each exposure, and the compensation
from each is determined as an attributable
fraction times the total loss incurred by the
case, the total of all awards could exceed
the total loss.
One theoretical solution to this problem
is as follows: Suppose that two factors x
and y are at issue, and let AFX, AF^, and
AFX>, be the proportion of cases exposed to
both factors for whom disease was attributable to x but not y, to y but not x, and to
both x and y, respectively. Here, "disease
attributable to" a factor or factors can mean
Years of life lost
either an excess case (i.e., disease would not
have occurred without the factor(s)) or a
The above compensation rules take no
case with an etiology involving the fac- account of the amount of healthy life lost
tors). Next, suppose it is decided that, for by an exposed person. For example, the
cases with disease attributable to both x rules make no explicit distinction between
and y, the party responsible for x should an exposure-induced case that occurs at age
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the exposed cases. Note that larger numbers would do nothing to resolve this dilemma.
The same problem arises for legislation
mandating full compensation in individual
damage suits if and only if the probability
that the plaintiffs disease was induced by
exposure exceeds 50 per cent (10). For a
randomly sampled case, this probability is
(Ai + A2)/A+, the etiologic fraction. Use of
an excess fraction to estimate this probability would yield an estimate biased
against the plaintiff; use of the incidencedensity fraction would also yield a biased
estimate except in special cases (16, 18).
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the person by time t. In terms of a sufficient
component cause model (8), a person is
susceptible to exposure-induced disease if a
sufficient cause involving exposure would
be completed by time t if exposure is present and competing events do not occur.
(This definition of susceptibility should not
be confused with the definition used by
Miettinen (7) and elsewhere by us (23), in
which a susceptible is a person who would
be an excess case in the presence of exposure.) Among the exposed, this class of
susceptibles includes but is potentially
larger than the class of etiologic cases (Ar
FURTHER ISSUES
+ A2), for it includes certain cases whose
etiology
did not involve exposure (i.e., it
Severity of outcome
includes certain type 0 cases, as well as all
In the above development, we have as- type 1 and type 2 cases). Specifically, the
sumed that the chief manifestation of ex- class of susceptibles includes those type 0
posure playing an etiologic role in an out- cases who would (by time t) have concome event is that the outcome event oc- tracted disease from a sufficient cause incurs earlier than it would have in the
volving exposure if sufficient causes not
absence of exposure. Thus, cases who sufinvolving exposure had been absent. As
fered alteration of severity of outcome
with the etiologic fraction, estimation of
without alteration of time of outcome would
the susceptible proportion requires strong
not be "etiologic cases" in the above sense.
Severity of outcome is often not an issue biologic assumptions, although broad upper
(e.g., in mortality studies), but it can be of and lower bounds can be estimated for the
crucial importance in some contexts (e.g., quantity (22).
compensation for pneumoconiosis). SeverAttributable fractions and cofactors
ity issues can be dealt with in terms of
Attributable fractions, like relative risks,
transition times to different degrees of se- are highly dependent on the prevalence of
verity. Here, we note only that, if one cofactors of exposure. (By "cofactors," we
wished to include as "etiologic" all cases mean factors that enhance (causal cofacwith altered severity, the gap between the tors) or reduce (preventive cofactors) exetiologic and excess fractions could be posure effects on risk.) For example, the
larger or smaller than those illustrated gene for phenylketonuria can lead to severe
here, depending on the situation.
mental retardation only when dietary
phenylalanine is above a certain level (34).
Attributable fractions and susceptible
It follows that both the excess and etiologic
proportions
fractions for the phenylketonuria gene as a
cause
of mental retardation will depend
Recently, Khoury et al. (22) have sought
directly
on the distribution of dietary phento revive interest in the concept of the
ylalanine
levels in the study population,
proportion of persons susceptible to
and
will
approach
zero in a population with
exposure-induced disease. Under a deteruniformly
low
phenylalanine
diets. In a
ministic model for exposure effects, an exsimilar
fashion,
attributable
fractions
and
posed person is susceptible to exposurerelative
risks
depend
on
the
incidence
of
induced disease by time t if, in the absence
competing
causes
(i.e.,
causal
mechanisms
of competing mechanisms, a mechanism
involving exposure would induce disease in that do not involve exposure).
25 years and one that occurs at age 85 years.
If expected years of life lost are considered
relevant, one could estimate expected years
of life lost separately for cases that occur
at different ages, using the survival distributions in exposed and unexposed populations, and provide compensation in proportion to expected years lost. Unfortunately,
unlike the overall expected years of life lost
(but like the etiologic fraction), the expected years of life lost among cases that
occur at a particular time is not estimable
without strong biologic assumptions (19).
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As has been noted elsewhere (8), the
Statistical methods
dependency of epidemiologic measures on
Beginning with the work of Walter (25),
cofactor distributions points out the need
there has been extensive development of
to avoid considering such measures as bioestimation techniques for attributable fraclogic constants. Rather, epidemiologic
tions, especially adjusted estimators (e.g.,
measures are characteristics of particular
see references 26-30). The results prepopulations under particular conditions
sented here show that these estimators
(analogous to the way in which measures
should be interpreted with caution. Desuch as relative weight and daily caloric
pending on the sampling design of the
intake are characteristics of particular peostudy, the estimated parameter may be
ple under particular conditions, and so are
either an excess fraction or an incidencenot biologic constants). This should espedensity fraction. Furthermore, although adcially be borne in mind if attributable fracjustment may produce valid estimates of
tions are used to decide compensation, for
the latter two measures, in general, one
use of estimates from the literature must
should not expect it to produce a valid
assume that the population of potential
estimate of the etiologic fraction (18).
plaintiffs experienced effects similar to
those seen in study populations.
Terminology
Preventive factors
The number of terms for attributable
Results for prevented fractions (2, 4, 8) fractions is perhaps the largest of any conparallel to those given here for attributable cept in epidemiology. Two traditions are
fractions may be obtained by noting that extant. One tradition continues to employ
preventive action for a factor is logically Levin's original term "attributable risk"
equivalent to the factor's absence acting as (31), ignoring the fact that this term refers
a cause (24). In particular, two types of to the risk difference in several widely used
prevented fractions should be distinguished textbooks (e.g., references 32 and 33), and
when considering a purely preventive ex- that the quantity at issue is not itself a risk.
posure. Let Ao be the number of exposed For these reasons, a second tradition arose
cases who experienced no preventive action of amending the term "attributable risk" to
(delay in disease occurrence) from expo- "attributable risk proportion" (32), "attribsure; let Ax be the number of exposed cases utable proportion" (8), "etiologic fraction"
who experienced some preventive action (4, 6, 7), or the hybrid term "attributable
from exposure; let A2 be the number of fraction" (1-3). Neither tradition is adeexposed persons in the study population quate to cope with the fact that at least
who did not become cases but would have three different quantities should be distinif exposure had been absent; let A+ = Ao + guished: the fractional excess caseload proAx + A2. Then A2/A+ is the actual caseload duced by exposure, A2/M, which we have
reduction produced by exposure, and is the labelled the "excess fraction"; the fraction
of cases for whom exposure played a role in
preventive analog of the excess fraction.
On the other hand, (Ai + A2)/A+ is the the etiology of their disease, {Ax + A2)/M,
fraction of potential and actual cases who which we have termed the "etiologic fracexperienced some preventive action from tion"; and the incidence-density difference
exposure, and is the preventive analog of expressed as a fraction of the exposed inthe etiologic fraction. Like the etiologic cidence density, (IDt — ID0)/IDi, which we
fraction, it is not identifiable without have termed the "incidence-density fracstrong biologic assumptions; in particular, tion." The incidence-density fraction can
formulas for estimating this fraction from be further subdivided into two types, acincidence densities (e.g., reference 4, p. 166) cording to whether instantaneous or average densities are used. We have used the
will be valid only under certain models.
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term "attributable fraction" to refer to the
family formed by these concepts. We can
only hope that our proposed terminology
helps resolve the conceptual confusion surrounding attributable fractions.
SUMMARY
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